
Made of recycled LMDPE (Low Medium Density Polyethylene), the Mojo Bar Barrier is a flexible, 
strong structure, ideal for configuration at serving areas such as food and drinks or merchandise 
stands. Its plastic and stainless steel construction makes it easy to clean, durable, light and portable.

The design of the bar barrier system is based on the same principles as the Mojo Barriers aluminium 
system, a vertical LMDPE part that locks into a horitontal LMDPE floorplate with two stainless steel 
braces and a self locking stainless steel top. It can be flat packed and stacked for easy transportation. 
The stainless serving surface is easy to clean, ensuring a hygienic top. Mojo Bar Barriers can be ma-
nufactured in several colours for events with specific branding or sponsors requesting coloured bar 
fronts.

BAR BARRIER
Use in high crowd pressure areas: 

Just like its regular aluminium sections, Mojo Barriers has also developed a middle hinged corner 
section for its bar barrier system. The bar barrier vario is built out of two halves: sections of 0.50 m 
each can be angled between -60° and +90°.

BAR BARRIER VARIO CORNER
Use in high crowd pressure areas: 



www.mojorental.com

 » Made of recycled LMDPE
 » Floorplate slightly perforated to prevent liquids 

from pooling
 » Flexible durable, light and portable
 » Easy to transport on special pallets
 » Stainless steel serving surface
 » Height is 1.18 m
 » Connects to adjoining section by two bolts
 » Rental is available in black only, whilst multiple 

colours are available for purchase
 » Not to be used as a crowd control barrier system

 » Made of recycled LMDPE
 » Angles from -60° to +90°
 » Has no braces and no stainless steel serving surface
 » Not to be used as a crowd control barrier system

TECHNICAL SPECS BAR BARRIER TECHNICAL SPECS VARIO CORNER
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